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TH E A RT WOR LD

For every fiac since 2005, m/m (paris) has assembled a collection of photos from around the world 
that constitutes a sort of ongoing archive. Each of these photos shows a place—sometimes empty, 

sometimes inhabited; urban or perhaps bucolic; identifiable or ambiguous. In the framework of this 
project, each is supposed to work in connection with a simple message and a particular context, 

determined not so much by the content of the message as the site where it appears, its format
or its intended recipients. Among other places, these images might have appeared on posters, 

advertising, invitations, billboards; or the canvas sign held each year on the façade of the Grand Palais.

Refraction has made this project imperceptible. The only way to have seen the whole of this collection 
of mute landscapes, simultaneously so familiar and yet enigmatic, is to have read every art magazine 

in the world; to have been invited to everything and received every single invitation; to have the ID 
tags issued to exhibitors, collectors, art professionals, artists and journalists; to buy every category of 

entrance ticket; to arrive in Paris by train and airplane at the same time; etc.

This combinatory principle works in a fluid and intuitive manner, with various kinds of connections 
(paradox, irony, disjunct, polysemia and the opposite of whatever might be expected), and yet over 
the course of its iterations certain favourite themes emerge. Some are obvious, such as the Statue 

of Liberty (the version by the Seine, seen from behind, from the front, in the Jardin du Luxembourg, 
dismantled in a film prop room), or various transportation vehicles (car, vaporetto, airplane, barge, 
streetcar, taxi, ocean liner, etc.). Some are secret, and are meant to remain that way. For example,

a few of these shots were taken from the window of contemporary art figures. They sure know,
but how many other people would recognize the view from the office or home of so-and-so?
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about m/m (paris) books
For twenty years we have committed ourselves to producing imagery and

symbols embedded in the every day. Given our experience it seems natural for us to 
extend into publishing — an intention originally included in our mission statement. 

Our aim is to offer both our own productions and those of others —contemporary works 
and historically neglected ones. Our books will be singular in their content and original

in their configuration. We now can only hope you’ll like them.
michael amzalag & mathias augustyniak — m/m (paris)

vol.1
the alphadicks

twenty-six loaded cowboys
dr awings by mathias augustyniak

rhyme by glenn o’brien
‘Every man has two heads. That’s better than one.’

vol.2
slÀtur | slaughter

text by oddný eir & ófeigur sigurðsson
photogr aphs by mathias augustyniak

 ‘Perhaps because the relationship between philosophy and sheep is especially close in Iceland,  
questions about the core of things, space and time, negative space and positive time  

are naturally discussed while handling lambs’ hearts.’

vol.3
the givenchy files

2007 — 2012
invitations and gr aphic works

inspired by the collections of riccardo tisci 
foreword by olivier zahm

art by m/m (Paris)
‘These elegant invitations, dark, tortured, mysterious, erotic, surrealistic,  

are a sort of thumbing of the nose at current fashion images.’

vol.4
the art world

photogr aphy from 
the fiac posters and advertising

2005 — 2012
photogr aphy by m/m (Paris)

foreword by éric troncy
‘A sort of geographical manual defining the movements

of the art works, bringing them to specific territories, to their peripheries.’
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